Top trips
for Singles
Best of Morocco

Vietnam Express Northbound

TRIP CODE: XMSC

TRIP CODE: TVSQ

Best of Turkey
TRIP CODE: ERSI

Casablanca to Marrakech, 15 DAYS

Ho Chi Minh City to Hanoi, 10 DAYS

ex istanbul, 15 DAYS

Travel to Morocco and visit the best of the country’s
attractions from Casablanca to Marrakech. Travel
from the snow-capped Atlas Mountains to the
endless sands of the Sahara, and from the medieval
old town of Fes to the spice markets of Marrakech,
the rich history and natural beauty of Morocco
await. Observe the vibrant collision between old and
new expressed in architecture and artwork. Learn
about fallen cities and cross paths with nomadic
tribes. Jump in and discover the many mysteries and
legends concealed within this moody, ever-changing
landscape.

Discover the spirit of Vietnam on a trip from south
to north, taking in all the attractions in between.
Explore Vietnam’s fast-paced Ho Chi Minh City,
wander the ancient Vietnamese streets of Hoi
An, experience the history-soaked monuments
of Hue and bask in the undeniable charm of
Hanoi. Experience Vietnam’s beautiful landscapes,
delicious cuisine and the renowned friendliness
of the Vietnamese people. Top it all off with an
overnight cruise on mystical Halong Bay and you
won’t ever want to leave.

Explore the mysterious land of the Ottomans
Intrepid-style. Marvel at Mehmet Aga’s masterpiece,
the Blue Mosque, and bargain for trinkets in
Istanbul’s massive Grand Bazaar. Try delicious
Turkish snacks, be mesmerised by the Whirling
Dervishes and discover the underwater treasures
of the Mediterranean on a relaxing boat cruise.
From the laneways of ancient Ephesus to the
bizarre landscapes of Cappadocia - take the
plunge and discover a unique travel adventure
waiting for you in Turkey.

Classic Rajasthan

Best of Italy

TRIP CODE: HHSC
ex Delhi, 15 DAYS

Rome to Venice, 15 DAYS

Travel to India and visit the enchanting northern
province of Rajasthan. One of the most beautiful
places to visit in India, Rajasthan is awash with
colour and the nostalgia of a romanticised era.
On our classic adventure we discover the grisly
history of massive forts and the opulence and
splendour of Maharajas’ palaces. Stroll bustling
markets, search for the elusive Bengal tiger,
enjoy a sunset camel safari and soak up the
culture of the local people. This is truly the
essence of Rajasthan.

TRIP CODE: ZMSV

La dolce vita - the good life - is exactly what the
Best of Italy trip is all about. Starting in the ‘Eternal
City’ of Rome and ending by the canals of Venice,
uncover the best of northern Italy. Experience
classic Italian food, wine, history and style - all the
things this wonderful country is famous for - and
discover immense natural beauty while travelling
through this spectacular corner of Europe.

Why book Intrepid?
Guaranteed departures for almost all trips. Only 1 pax is to required to operate, so once a deposit is paid the trip will depart
Small groups with an average group size of 10, our customers experience grassroots travel in small, flexible groups
Local leaders and LOTS of local interaction including homestays, shared meals and entertainment with the locals
Local transport - in all it’s wacky forms! - is used whenever possible
Real value - offering the best value for money is our priority
Freedom and flexibility means our trips balance group activities with lots of free time,
so our pax can channel their inner explorer!

